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Let Q be a quadratic form over a field of characteristic f 2. A principal 
theorem of the general theory of the orthogonal group, due to Dickson and 
Dieudonne [l, 21, says that if the number of variables is greater than trvo and 
Q represents 0 nontrivially, then in “most” cases the commutator subgroup 
modulo its center is simple. It is well known that the integral analogue of 
this result is not true. This being the case it is natural to attempt to charac- 
terize the normal subgroups of the integral commutator subgroup. This has 
been done in [4] and [9]. Klingenberg has shown in [4] that this theory can be 
generalized to the case of a quadratic module of unit discriminant over a local 
ring with residue class field having characteristic + 2, and with the restrictions 
analogous to those of the field case, he showed that to each normal subgroup G 
of the commutator subgroup r;2, there corresponds an ideal $3 such that G 
consi.sts either of all matrices in a congruence to the identity mod ‘Lz, or of 
those congruence to & identity mod ‘U. Carl Richm has generalized this 
result in [9] by dropping the assumption that the discriminant be a unit but 
requiring that Q be nondegenerate and the residue class field have charac- 
teristic f 2. In this case it is no longer possible to describe the O-invariant 
subgroups by means of simple congruences of the above type. Instead he 
introduced the notion of tableau (a matrix whose entries are ideals) and he 
proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between tableaux and 
distinct nonempty classes of G-invariant subgroups of the same order (the 
order is a certain type of tableau). 
The purpose of this paper is to characterize the normal subgroups of the 
orthogonal group O(L) of a unimodular lattice L over the integers B of a 
2-adic field F. A 2-adic field is an unramified local field with residue class 
field having characteristic 2. 
The generators of the congruence subgroups are determined. in Theorems 
5.9, 5.12, and 5.14. The structure of the factor groups of the congruence 
subgroups with the same order are determined in Theorem 4.3, 4.4, 5.11, 
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5.15, 5.16,5.17,7.4,7.5,and7.6. Ourmainresults(appearingasTheorem7.7, 
7.8, and 7.9) concern the relationship between the normality of a subgroup G 
of the orthogonal group O(L) and its order o(G). 
The main result of this paper can be summarized as follows (see Sections 3 
and 4 for the necessary definitions): Let G be a subgroup of O(L) with 
o(G) = g where g + 4L, if dim L is odd and g i; 2L, if L is a proper even- 
dimensional lattice. Then G is a normal subgroup of O(L) if and only if 
E(g) _C G _C O(g). Theorem 7.8 and 7.9 concern the exceptional cases of the 
above theorem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The field F is a finite unramified extension of the rational 2-adic numbers 
Qa . 0 will denote the ring of integers of F, U the units of 0 and B’, the 
maximal ideal of 0. Since F is unramified, 2 is a prime element of 0 and 
therefore W = 20. Let k denote the residue class field 0 moda. k is a 
finite field of characteristic 2. There is essentially one unit, 1 + 4p, with 
defect 40 (see [5, p. 1601). 
A lattice L is a free finitely generated @module endowed with a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear form denoted by x . y. We require that this 
form be o-valued and we use 3ca for x . x. A unimodular lattice is a lattice 
with unit discriminant. 
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that L is a unimodular lattice with 
dimL > 7 when F f 0 ,s and dimL 2 8 whenF =&a. The dual ofL is 
defined to be Ls = {X in FL / XL _C @‘>. One easily sees that L# is a lattice with 
dim L* = dim L. If S is a nonempty subset of L we use (S) to denote the 
submodule of L spanned by- S. We denote the orthogonal complement of (S) 
in L by (SjQ. 
This paper is a natural sequel to [lo] and we shall assume that the reader 
has it at hand, we will use the definitions, notation, and results in [IO]. Thus 
for examples, we use O(L) for the orthogonal group of L, O+(L) for the sub- 
group of rotations in O(L), O++(L) for the subgroup of double rotations in 
O(L), and Q(L) for the commutator subgroup of O(L). If G and H are non- 
empty subsets of O(L), then (G> will denote the subgroup of O(L) generated 
by G and [G, H] will denote the subgroup of O(L) generated by all TU+U-~ 
where 7 is in G and CJ is in H. We assume that the reader is familiar with the 
concepts of pure vectors, semi-pure vectors, proper vectors, improper vectors, 
s-proper vectors, s-improper vectors, hyperbolic plane H, canonical form, 
A(cx, p) etc. introduced in [lo]. 
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2. INK4RIANT LATTICES 
A submodule g of L is called an invariant lattice (of L) if og = g for all cr 
in O(L). If S is a nonempty subset of L, the smallest invariant lattice which 
contains S will be denoted by Z(S). S’ mce the intersection of invariant lattices 
is an invariant lattice, E(S) is uniquely determined and Z(Z(s)) = Z(S). If 
S = {x), we use E(x) for Z((X}). 
Let L, = L, L, = (X in L 1 .G is in 20) and L, = 2L,+. 2i”L~ are invariant 
lattices for all nonnegative integer vz and v = 0, 1, 2. The following proposi- 
tion shows that all invariant lattices are of this form. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let N be a maximal vector in L. Then 
(i) Z(m) = L, if E is proper, 
(ii) Z(X) = L, a$ s is s-proper, 
(iii) i(x) = L, if x is improper OY s-improper. 
Proof. If x is proper. Choose an s-proper isotropic vector i in L such that 
i . Y = 0. Since x and x + i are proper vectors with f = (X + i)“, there 
exists by [7, 3.11 a 0 in O(L) with GIL’ = x + i Thus i is in Z(X). By [lo, 2.3, 
4. I], Z(X) contains all s-proper vectors in L. Since the sum of an s-proper vector 
and either an s-improper vector or a nonmaximal vector is s-proper, Z(X) 
contains L, . Since every proper vector y equals 01.‘~’ + z for some unit a! 
and z in L, , Z(r) = L. 
(ii) and (iii) are done similarly. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary and remark follow immediately from 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Ezfery inaariant lattice of L is of the form 2”‘L, for some 
nonnegative hteger m and some v = 0, 1, 2. 
Conventioit. As in [5], C indicates proper inclusion. 
REMARK 2.3. (i) If L is improper, then 2”+lL, = FL2 C 2”‘L, = 2w’1L,. 
(ii) If L is odd-dimensional, then 2”L, = 2”L, f 2mL, and 
255, n PL, ZzY 2”flL 
2,“L (ii;) IfL . O . IS proper and even-dimensional, then ZrnflLlt C ZmL, C FL1 C 
0’ 
3. ORDERS 
Let u be an eIement of O(L). The order of (T, o(a), is defined as follows: 
o(u) = &-, Z((G - OIL) L,) where aL(x) = KX for all E in L. It is easy to see 
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that o(a) = (0) if and only if (J = &l, . If G is nonempty subset of O(L), 
define the order of G, o(G), as o(G) = CopG o(u). 
Use 6 to denote $1 and o’(a) to denote ns Z((u - SJL,). The usage of 
O’(U) is restricted to this section, and is introduced to simplify the notation. 
LEMMA 3.1. o’(a) = min, [((a - 8,)L,) for all o in O(L). 
Proof. The result follows from 2.3 and the equation 
u - 6, = (u + S,) - 26, . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let CJ be in O(L) with O’(U) being either L, OF 2n1L, where 
m > 0. Then O(O) = o’(o). 
Proof. Since o’(a) = L, or 2”?L,, it follows that there exists s-proper 
vectors X, y such that x . y = 1 and Z((U - tklL , x) = o'(u) where 13 = U(X) . y. 
Hence Z((u - 6,) L,) 2 o’(u) for all units 01. 
. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0 E O(L) with o’(u) = 2”L, zvhere m 3 1 and v = 0, 1. 
Then o(u) C o’(u) if and only if there exists a unit 01 = 6 + 2”1/3 where /3 is a 
unit and O(U) = Z((u - LYJ L,). 
Proof Necessity. Suppose that dimL is even. It follows from 2.3 that 
o(a) = Z((u - at) L,) for some unit a. Since o(u) C o’(u) = 2r”L,, a: = 
6 + 273 for some unit /3. 
Suppose that dimL is odd and o’(u) = 2”L,, . It follows that 2”L, _C 
I((0 - OIL) L,) f or a 11 units 01. If o(u) C o’(u), then there exists a unit 01 such that 
o(u) = 2mL, = Z((u - aJLJ. Since O'(U) = 2’“L,, 01 = 6 + 2mp for some 
unit p. 
Suppose that dim L is odd and o’(o) = 2vbL, . It follows that 2rrZ+1Lo C 
Z((u - OIL) L,) for all units 01. Now the result follows as above. 
Su@iency is obvious. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let U, 7 be in O(L). Then O(W) C o(u) + O(T). 
Proof. It follows from 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and the equation CT - (c&I), = 
(u - +- + IZ~(T - /3,) for all units 01, p. Q.E.D. 
4. THE CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
Let g be an invariant lattice of L. The set u on O(L) with o(u) _C g is called 
the general congruence subgroup of O(L) corresponding to g and is denoted 
by O(L, g) or simply O(g). It follows that O(g) is a normal subgroup of O(L). 
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The special congruence subgroup of O(L) corresponding tog is the set O,(g) 
of those (J in O(L) with the property Z(o - olL)L1 C g for some unit M = I 
(mod 2Q. We use O,(g) instead of O,(L, g). 
The homogeneous congruence subgroup of O(L) corresponding to g, 
H(g), is the set of those (T with o(o) = Z((u - lL)L,) C g. Let H+(g) = 
H(g) n O+-(L). 
Define a fourth congruence subgroup, Q(g), to be the mixed commutator 
subgroup Pk), O&)1. 
For any isotropic vector i and Xw in (+“, let Pi., be a quasitransvection 
defined as in [IO, Section 41 by 
E,&.(X) = x + X(X - ~)ZU - X(X . mji - (X%U”(X - i)j2)i 
for all ?I* in L. Here we adopt the convention used in [lo, Section 41 that X is 
in 6, zu, i are maximal vectors in L and there exists an isotropic vectorj in L 
with i .j = 1 and ‘ZL is in (;,j>O. 
Define a fifth congruence subgroup E(g) to be the subgroup of O(L) 
generated by E,:,, in O(L) with AW in g. It follows from [lo, Section 4] that 
E(g) is a normal subgroup of O(L) and E(g) Z H+(g). 
It can be proved easily that O,(g), H(g), H+(g), and Q(g) are normal 
subgroups of O(L) and Q(g) C H+(g) C H(g) C O,(g) C O(g). 
The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of the definitions. 
LEMRIA 4.1. If dim L is odd and x is an improper sector i?z L, then 7iC is in 
H(4L,). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a proper, even-dimensional lattice. Let x be a proper 
vector- and let y be an s-improper vector in. L, Then 7Z is in H(2L) and ij i-g is iyi 
O(L) theft T,, is in H(2L,). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let g be an invariant lattice of L. 
(i) rJ 2L, C g, then O(g) = O,(g) = H(g). 
(ii) If g C 2L,, then O(g)/O,(g) ~Z/2h and O,(g)/H(g) ‘U k+ (the 
additizle group of k). 
Proof. Let 0 be in O(g). If 2L, C g, then o(o) = o’(a) and (i) follows from 
the equation G - 6, = (u + 6,) - 26, . 
Now assume that g = FL, Z 2L, . It follows from Lemma 3.3 that, there 
exists a unit 01 = S + 2’73 where /I E 0 and o(a) = E((o - CQ) L,). Define 
d(u) to be the value of 6. It follows from Lemma 3.4 and the equation 
07 - (a,Q = (U - Q) Q f tiL(r - pL) that A is a surjective homomorphism 
onto Z/27? with kernel O,(g). Let CT be in H(g). By 3.3, there exists a unit OL 
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whereol=1+2+1/3withpinBifv=0,1 and ~~=1+2~~@with/3~0 
if v = 2, such that O(U) = Z(U - 01~)Li . Define V(a) to be +I) E K, where rr 
is the canonical mapping from ~0 to K. One easily shows that V is a surjective 
homomorphism from O,(g) onto kf with kernel H(g). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let g be an invaviatzt lattice with g 2 2L. 
(i) If L is odd-dinzensional and 4L, _C g, then H(g)/H+(g) N Z/22. 
(ii) IfL is ezren-dkmsional and proper, we have tzuo subcases: 
(a) If there exists an s-improper vector x in L withs x” is in 2Cr, then 
ajzn x Ej2U 
mw+k) = (a,2H 
if g=2L, 
if g = 2L, or 2L,. 
(b) Ij every s-improper vector x in L has x2 ifz 40, then H(g)/H+(g) N 
nj2;z ifg = 2L. 
(iii) Otherwise H(g) = H+(g). 
Proqf. The theorem follows from [7, 6.21, 4.1, 4.2, and a straightforward 
computation. Q.E.D. 
5. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN H+(g) AND E(g) 
In this section, we fix a canonical base 23 = (xi 1 i = 1, 2 ,..., n} of L, i.e., 
L has the canonical form K I H 1 ... 1 H with respect to 8, where 
dim K < 4 (see [lo, Section 21). We also require that (x,,-i , x,~} be a hyper- 
bolic pair. 
Define a mapping rr, from P8 to k by 
n,,(a.) = Z-(2-%) for all 01 E 2”0. 
m?,, is an additive homomorphism. 
Throughout this section, we assume that g = 2”L, with m >, 2 and 
Y = 0, 1, and n’ is the largest integer < n/2. Define a mapping t,” from H+(g) 
to K+ as follows: 
for all (3 in H+(g). This map is a well defined surjective homomorphism and is 
called the semitrace of type (m, v) ( or simply the semitrace). Let M(o) = (oJ, 
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where CT.;~ is in lo for all ;, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be the matrix representation of CJ 
with respect to the fixed base !Z3. Then 
and 
p = 0, l)...) 72’ - 1, 
‘n’-1 
G?:(u) = %& c (%-s&n--2u - 1) 
t 
. 
IL=0 J 
We will show that the definition of trnY is independent of the choices of the 
canonical base ‘B and kernel of t,,~ is E(g). Therefore H+(g)/E(g) is isomorphic 
to the image of t,,,* which is k+. 
Let (i, j> be a hyperbolic pair in L and let a be a unit. Recall that Pti,~i(a) 
is the mapping defined by Pt,,j,(~)(i) = oli, PtI:3j,(~)(j) = &j, and 
pIi,j}(a) I Ci,j>O is identity. We often suppress the (i, j)- and write P, instead 
of Pti,,b(a) when the meaning is clear from the context (see [lo, Section 4]). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let {i, j> be a hyperbolic pair in L and let U. = (1 + 29” 
where j3 is in 0 and h > 0. Then Pii,jj(~) is ilz E(2”L,). 
Proqf. Apply [IO, 5.21. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. E(g) is contained in ker(tmv). 
Proof. It follows from computation that t,,,xV(Ei,,J = n,(i . hw) = 0 for 
all E& in E(g). Since t,V is a homomorphism, the result follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMlK4 5.3. Let US H+(g) with tinI’ = 0. Then there exists 7 in E(g) 
such that 
~,(((Tcr - IL) %,-2,) . zn-& = 0 ,for all i = 0, l,..., n’ - 1. 
Proof. Let E u = ((CJ - 1J x,-,,) . .~,,-~~~r . Choose 
4 = 2,~,, + X,-l - (g&4 2, and W, = oI,(b,-8,-l - q) 
for all t.~ = 0, l,..., n’ - 1. Then 
T = Eio,l+ . . . . 
00 WI 
* E2;,y1 is the required isometry. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let (i, j> be a hyperbolic pair and let c be in H+(g) with 
z-,,z((o(i))j - 1) -= 0. Then there e.vists 7 in E(g) such that m(i) = i and 
m(j) = j. 
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P pyoof. s’ 
mce (A) .j is a unit 01, there exists by [7, (6.2)] a T in E(g) with 
. 7 . a: / (i, j) is identity. By the local square theorem and 5.1, P, is in 
Eig). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let M be a sublattice of L such that M N A(2,2p) with respect 
to the basis {x, y]. Let o be in H+(g) with rr,,,((ax) .y - 1) = 0. Then there 
exists r in E(g) such that W(X) = x and ~a( y) = y. 
Proof. Let X = ~~~~~~~~~ . 7E (T and let 7 = ~z-ay7zrU,~u, where z = 
T,(Y + T&(Y)) and w = x - T&X). It follows from [7, (7.1), (7.2)] that 
W(X) = x and ~a( y) = y. By [lo, 5.11, the local square theorem and com- 
putation, 7E--eV~‘i and ~~~‘7~ are in E(g). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The kernel of t,,* is E(g). 
Proof. By 5.2, it suffices to show that ker(tnlV) is contained in E(g). If L is 
proper, we let Aic denote the proper component in the canonical decomposition 
of L with respect to %J, i.e., M e A(,, 2/3)((a)) with respect to {zr , ~a} 
(respectively {xi}) where (y. is a unit and p is in 0. Let c be in ker(tmlY). By 
5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, there exists 7 in E(g) such that T(J is identity when restricted 
on Ma. If L is improper or L is odd-dimensional, then dim 114 < 1 and 7~ 
is identity on L. If L is an even-dimensional proper lattice, it follows from 
[7,4.1] that 7~ = T~,T~,+~~, , where /3 is in 8. Since tmu(m) = tnrv(u) + trnY(T) = 
0, rr,,(((~ - lL) zi) za) = 0. It follows that if v = 0 then ,8 is in 2W and if 
v = 1 then /3 is in 2”fW. The result now follows from [lo, (5.4)]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let i = ,z,-~ , j = z, and a! = 1 + 2m/3 where p is in U. 
Then tl)2Y(uPOLu-1) = r(p) for all CJ E O(L). 
Proof. Since O(L) is generated by symmetries, it suffices to show that 
trat’(TZP3T.J = ~$3) for all ‘TV in O(L). It follows from the computation of the 
diagonal of the matrix M(T,P,T>~~) that t,“(T,P,TZP~‘) = 0. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. The dejinition of t,,,,” is independent of the choice of the 
canonical basis. 
Proof. Let % = {yi} be another canonical base of L and let ?,,!,” be the 
corresponding semitrace. Let i = z,-i , j = z, , z = f-r , and J = .F~, . 
{i,j} and (Z;?) are hyperbolic pairs. Let (r belong to H+(g) with t,“(u) = ~$3) 
and F~“(c) = n(p) where /3, B are in 0. By 5.6, there exists 7, Q in E(g) such 
that u = P,,,j,(l + 2”p) . 7 = P{,i)(l + zrnp) '?. It fOllOWS from [lo, (4.1)] 
that there exists X in O(L) such that X(i) = t and A(j), hence Pt, j,( 1 + 2°F) = 
AP{i,jl(l + 2”p) X-l. By 5.7, we have r(p) = n(p). Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 5.9. Let {i, j> be a hyperbolic pair in L. Then H+(g) is generated 
by E(g) arzd all the P~~,~l(ol) in H(g). 
Proof. Choose a canonical base which contains (i,j>. Let (r belong to 
H+(g) with tnls(u) = +) for some /I in 9. Then tmC(Pcl-ZraB) . a) = 0 and 
hence u = P(l--Zmg)-l .T for some 7 in E(g). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let (i, j) be a hyperbolic pair, and let Pti,&~) be in H(g). 
Then P~~,~l(a) is in. E(g) if and o@y if 01 E 1 (mod 2m+18). 
Proof. It follows from 5.1 and the focal square theorem that it suffices to 
show the necessity. Let P, be in E(g). Then t,“(PJ = m,>,(a - 1) = 0 and 
thus a = 1 (mod 2n”+10). Q.E.D 
THEOREM 5.11. H+(g)/E(g) N h+. 
Proof. Apply 5.6. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION. If dim L is odd and m > 1, theft H+(2”“L,) is generated by 
E(~“IL,) and H+-(ZF+~L). 
Proof. Let L ‘v (c> i~~(2,2p)iHI--.iHor(~)IHI...iH 
with respect to the base 23 = (xi j i = 1,2,..., n). Let (T be in Hi-(FL,). By 
[7, (6.211, there exists or in E(2”L,) such that TICS = xi (mod 2”flL) for all 
isotropic basic vectors zi. By [7, (7.1)] and [lo, (%I)], there exists 7% in 
E(2”L,) such that T~~~CJ is in H+(2’“+‘L). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.13. If L is an even-dimensional proper lattice. Let x be a propa 
vector and let y be an s-improper vector in L. Then T~+~~-I,~T~ are in H+(2’nL,) 
forallcrinflaxdrn > 1. 
Proof. Straightforward computation. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.14. If L is an even-diwuznsional proper lattice and m >, 1 I 
Let x be a proper vector and let y be an s-itzpyoper vector in L. Then H+(2711L2L,) 
isgenerated by H+(21n+‘L), E(ZmL,) and all 7z+pn?--101U~3c zshere a! is iz 8. 
Proof. Let L have the canonical form A(E, 2/3) 1 M with respect to the 
canonical base $3 = {zi / i = 1, 2,..., n> where M is improper, zI = X, 
.z~ = y. By the same method as used in the proof of 5.12, there exists 7 in 
E(2nzL,) such that T+J E zi (mod 2 m+lL) for all zi in M. By [7, (4.1)], there 
exists (II in 0 such that T~+~,~-I~~T~~T is in Hf(2”‘flL). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.15. Let lz = 2L or 2L, Then 
H+(h)/E(h) ‘v (1 f 20)/( 1 + 20)2. 
&/30/rh3-28 
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PROPOSITION 5.16. Let dim L be odd and h = 2mL, where m 3 1. Then 
H+(h)/E(h) h’ hf. 
Proof. Apply 5.6, 5.9, and 5.12. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.17. Let L be an even-dimensional proper lattice, and let 
h = 2”L, .with m > 1. Then H+(h)/E(h) N O/40. 
Proof. Let x be a pure vector, and let y be an s-improper vector in L. 
For any c in H+(h), there exists by 5.14 a 7 in E(2nhL,) and 01 in 0 such that 
(Tx+rP--1a?l z 7 ) 7~ is in H(2m+1L). By a suitable choice of 01, we have (T~+~~--~~~T,)TU 
in E(2 m+lL). Let ~1’ in oi and T’ in E(2”L.J be chosen such that 
(T~+.~~-~~~~T~) . T’ . u is in E(2 m+lL). It can be shown that a! = 01’ (mod 48). 
Define a map f from H+(h) to CC’“/40 by mapping u to 01, the canonical image 
of (Y. in 0140. Then f is a well defined surjective homomorphism with kernel 
E(2n’L,). Q.E.D. 
6. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Q(g) AND E(g) 
Let CB = {zU 1 p = 1,2,..., ?I} be a fixed canonical base of L. Let 01 = 
6 - 2°F: where m 3 2 and p E 8. Define an isometry D, of L with respect to 
the fised base %3 as follows: 
(4 If (2, , xu+J - H, then D, I CT, , z,+d = f’, . 
(ii) If (2, , q+r> N A(2,2p) or A(c, 26), then D,(zz,J - (YZ, is in 
(z,+i) and DJz~+~) - c?z~+~ is in (x,}. 
(iii) If dimL is odd and (zr> ‘v (E), then D&z,) = Sx, . 
D, is called a semidiagonal map with respect to the fixed base %S. One can 
prove that 0(2’“L,) is generated by H(2”LJ and all D, in 0(2”L,) for all m 3 1 
andv=0,1,2. 
We use MA to denote the submodule of L spanned by all olx, where p f A, 
o1 is in 0 and CCZ, is inL, . 
We will show that Q(g) is contained in E(g) for almost all invariant lattice g. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that m > 2 and 01 = 6 + 2”/3 with /3 E 0. Then 
[DoI, O(L)] _C E(2’“f1L,). 
Proof. By [7, (8.2)], it suffices to show that Da~$;l~x is in E(2m+1L1) 
for all 7, in O(L). For any x in Lr , 7zD;1~x(~~) = cu-4 (mod 2”+lLl), and 
thus DJ$;%~ is in H(2”*f1Ll). It follows from computation that 
D,~~D~l~z(z,) E (1 + 2’“s) z,(mod 2”+‘M,,) 
where 6 is in Lo. Hence the result follows from 5.6. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Suppose that a = 6 + 2j3 zvith /3 in LT. Then [D, , O(L)] is 
contained in E(2L,). 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to that of 6.1 except for the last 
step; here we use [lo, (5.8)] instead of 5.6. Q.E.D. 
LEn%na 6.3. Suppose that L is an even-dimensional proper lattice. Let x be 
a proper vector and let y be an s-improper vector in L. If Q is in 0 and nz 3 1 
tken [O(L), ‘T~+~,,~J~] is contained in E(2n’+lL,). 
Proof. Let 7z be in O(L) and let 7 = TE(TZ+2”wg7”) TB(7# ,“ayTs)--l~ By 
using the conjugacy, there exists a, b in @ with r = ~,~,+gm+~~,,,~,tbv~ . By 
[7, (6.2)], there exists 7 in E(2”f1L,) with 117 is in II+(2”xL). It follows from 
the computation that t,nt.2(TT) = 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.4. Assumptions as in 6.3 and assume further that Q? is a unit. 
Then the subgroup of O(L) generated by E(2LJ and [O(L), T++~~TJ equals the 
subgroup generated by E(2Lz) and H+(4L). 
Proof. Let G be the subgroup of O(L) generated by E(2L,) and [O(L), 
~~~~~~~~ and let H = (E(2L,), W(4L)j. As in 6.3, one easily shovvs that 
G C H. It follows from computation that for every unit p, there exists some 
7; in O(L) such that t,0(rz(7. p+4?J~z) T,(T~+..~T.&~) = n(p). Hence G = H. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let L be an even-dimensional proper lattice and let N be a 
proper vector in L. Then [T% , O(L)] Zs contained in E(2L). 
Proof. Let y be an s-improper vector in L with x . y = 1 and let Al = 
(x, ~1). For any 7z in O(L), there exists by [7, (6.2), (7.1)] and [lo, (5.1)J a I in 
E(2L) such that T(T~T~T~TJ is in H+(2M). Since the spinor norm of T(~;c~~T.c~~) 
is 1, we have, by [5, (.5.1)], that T(T~T~T,T,) = T~T,~-~~~L.~~-~~ if ya is in 2U and 
7(TeT,T,7-,) = 7,~~~~~ for some 01 in 0 if ya is in 48. In either case, T(~,~~T,T,) 
is in E(2L) by [IO, (5.1)]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose that dimL is even and L is proper. Let y be an 
s-improper vector in L with yf” in 2 U. Then 
where .V is the proper vector in L z&h .x ’ y = 1. 
Proof. Let {i, j> be a hyperbolic pair in (x, y)O and 7 = ~~7~7~~~ where 
T, E O(L). Choose or in E(4L) such that T1(T(i)) .J’ = 1 (mod 80). By 
[7, (6.2)], there exists ~a in E(2Lz) with cairn = rui and ~~li~( j) = &j where 
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01 = ~r(~(i)) *j. By 5.6, Pti,i)(a) is in E(4.L). Thus there exists T’ in E(2La) 
with T’T / (&j) is the identity. Let (x’, y’) N A(2,2p) and (x’, y’> C (x, y>a. 
Similarly, by [7, (7.1)], [lo, (5.1)] and 5.6, there exists T” in E(2L.J with 
7”‘~ 1 (x’, y’) is the identity. Thus there exists some CT in E(Z,) with cry j (x, y)O 
is the identity. By (7, (4.1)], (or = 7V~7y+piys where 01 is in 0. If 01 is a unit then 
~7 = r,~~.V-a~z2~-~z since O(UT) = 1. If 01 is not a unit then CTT is in E(2La) by 
[lo, (5.111. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.7. Suppose that dim L is odd and x is an improper pure vector of L. 
Then 
07, , O&)1, E(4-W = W+W, E(4-W. 
Proof. Similar to Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4. Q.E.D) 
LEMMA 6.8. Let g be an invariant lattice with g C 4L but g # 4L, 4L, when 
dimL is odd. Then Q(g) C E(g). 
Proof. Resultfollowsfrom5.7, 5.9, 5.12, 5.14, 6.1, and6.3. Q.E.D. 
7. THIZ DETERMINATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF O(L) 
In this section, we will show that sZ(g) = E(g) for almost all invariant 
lattices g. Next we will show that every normal subgroup of O(L) which has 
order g contains E(g). Hence we have the main result (Theorem 7.7). 
Let H be a nonempty subset of O(L), we use G(H) to denote the smallest 
normal subgroup of O(L) containing H and G(U) to denote G({o}) for (T in 
O(L). From now on we assume that k # 2,. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let E,,i be in O(L) with I(w) = g. Then G(a) contains E(g). 
Proof. Let (T = EWi and let j be an isotropic vector in L with i . j = 1 
and w is in (i, j, ‘a. Let g = 2mL, for some Y = 0, 1, 2 and nz > 0. We divide 
the proof into four steps: 
Step 1. Let u’ = EtW where y is in U. Then u’ = PuEWiPu-I is in G(u). 
Step 2. Let u’ = Ei,, where X is in 20. Then u’ = E,ui - Et-,, ,,,, tO 
is in G(a). 
Step 3. Let U' = E,i where z belongs to (i, j)” n g. Then there exists 
oV in O(<i, j)O) and 0; in 6, v = l,..., A, such that x = x;=, OI,U,(ZU). Hence 
u’ = &cs~E~,~~u~-~ is in G(u). 
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Step 4. In general, let E$ belong to E(g). There exists an isotropic 
vector j’ such that i’ . j’ = 1 and ZL” is in (i’,j’)O. By [lo, (4.1)], there exists 
7 E O(L) such that pi = i’ and ~j = j’. By Step 3, 0’ = ~R~-I(~,,~F~ is in 
G(u). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let {i, j> be a hyperbolic pair in L and let (T = Etl,iE,’ where 
zu, z are in <i,j>O. Thmz G(a) co?ztaim E(Z(w)) and E(E(x)). 
Proof. Choose an s-proper vector x in (i, j>O such that x . .z = 0 and 
9 = 21~. where p is in U. Let 11 be a unit and T = Ez, . Then p = o-%~+~ 
is in G(o) and p = F~,E:~;~ . Let T’ = ELmlz . Then T(j) = -p%‘(i), 
T(X) = ~‘(a) and E$Ti = E$~z~F(ei . Let c’ = (T/)-I . p-r . 7’. Then (r’ = 
Ei,n,E,I and (T’ is in G(o). By applying the above result to the isometry 
(o’)-r, it follows that E&.~~-pv~Z+?~pl.~z is in G(a) for all 01, /? in U. Hence 
~~~-a~~~“~)z is in G(a). Choose 01, /3, p, Y in Cr with q$%J f 1 (mod 20). By 
Lemma 7.1, G(o) contains E(l(z)). Since EZui = c . El, is in G(o), G(a) 
contains E(l(w)). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let (T be in O(L) with o(o) = g. Then G(cr) corztaifzs E(g). 
Proof. Let g = 2”L, for some v = 0, 1, 2 and m >, 0. The proof is 
divided into three steps: 
Step 1. It follows from the definition of o(u) that there exists a hyper- 
bolic pair (i, j) in L with u(i) = cxi + /lj + zu where OL is in U, p is in 2”‘8 and 
w is in (i, j>O with I@)) = g. 
Step 2. Let PI = oP;l , Tj = .I$,: , and P2 = T;lP, . Then 
P,(i) = i and PZ( j) = hi + j + z where h is in @ and x is in (i, j>O. Let 
Ti = E: and P = T;lP, . Then P(i) = i, P(l) = j and LT = TjTiPP, . 
Step 3. We are going to show that G(u) contains E(l(w)) and E(Z(z)). 
Choose a unit E + 1 (mod 20). Let Z- = Til(PE-l . u . P, . K’) Tj . Then T 
is in G(a) and 7 = E:t-l)o;-l,~~Ela-l-lz, . The result now follows from 7.1 and 
1.2. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let g be an inmriant lattice with g _C 4L but g f 4L, 
4L, whe?z dimL is odd. Then Q(g) = E(g). 
Proofs It follows from 6.8 and 7.3. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.5. If dimL is odd, then s2(4L,) = (H+@L), E(4L,)). 
Proof. Apply 6.7 and 7.3. Q.E.D. 
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LER;[~IA 7.6. Let g be an invariant lattice zuith 4L C g. 
(i) If L is an even-dimensional proper lattice that contains an s-proper 
vector y zvith yz in 2 U and g = 2Lz , then O(g) is generated by E(2L,), II+(4L) 
and 7V~y-z~ZZ)-1 where x is a pure vector in L zuith x . y = 1. 
(ii) Otherwise Q(g) = E(g). 
Proof. (i) follows from 6.4, 6.6, and 7.3. (ii) follows from 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 7.3, 
and [lo, (U)]. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.7. Let G be a subgroup of O(L) zoith o(G) = g whereg # 4L, 
if dim L is odd and g f 2Lz if dim L is even and L is proper. Then G is a normal 
subgroup of O(L) if and only if E(g) _C G C: O(g). 
Proof. Apply 7.3, 7.4, and 7.6. Q.E.D. 
The following two theorems concern the exceptional cases of Theorem 7.7. 
THEOREM 7.8. Let dimL be odd and let G be a subgroup of O(L) with 
o(G) = 4L, . Then G is a normal subgroup of O(L) if and only if the following 
holds : 
(i) VG C H+(4L,), then E(4Lz) C G C O(4LJ. 
(ii) Otherwise E(4Lz) U H+(8L) C G C O(4Lz). 
Proof. Theorem follows from 7.3 and 7.5. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.9. Let L be an even-dimensional proper lattice and let G be a 
subgroup of O(L) with o(G) = 2Lz. Tl zen G is a normal subgroup of O(L) if and 
only if E(2Lz) C .G C O(2Lz) and the folloming holds: 
(i) If there exists a o in G and an s-improper vector 31 in L such that 
o(u) = l(a - 6,) y = 2Lz , then W(4L) C G. 
(ii) If there exists an s-improper vector y in L with yz in 2U and G is not 
contained in O++(L), then ~V71/-2(2~~.-1Z is in G .where x is a pure vector in L with 
x-y= 1. 
Proof. Apply 6.4, 6.6, and 7.3. Q.E.D. 
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